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Permutation and combination Which is the more efficient method to calculate the
permutations and combinations of a string? Does any computational algorithm exist to
do this? A: The number of permutations is A001168 in OEIS. One way to calculate this is
using Faulhaber's formula. A discussion of how this can be optimized is given here. BVH
is an online calculator that allows you to calculate permutations and combinations for a

particular problem. It may not be the most efficient method, but for small to medium
sized permutations, it should be quite fast. The Facebook pages of Muslim Brotherhood

figures have been taken down in Egypt after it emerged they were sharing sensitive
information of supporters of the deposed president Mohamed Morsi. In one campaign,

titled “Surrender to the people”, supporters have been asked to share information about
the activities of Morsi’s party, the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP). The drive was

announced on the pages of Muslim Brotherhood leaders such as Essam El-Erian, who is
the deputy leader of the FJP. It comes as liberal and leftist protesters chant in Tahrir
Square, the cradle of the revolution, “Rebel, the street is the power” in an ongoing

dispute with Muslim Brotherhood supporters in the square. Egypt's army has promised to
stay in control of the country until a "praiseworthy" constitutional declaration is made.

The army's forces were deployed in the Square on Tuesday. Egypt is now in the throes of
what is being described as a fierce struggle between Islamist opponents of the military

and remnants of the president’s Muslim Brotherhood. Abdel Moneim Abolfotoh, a
member of the Nasserist Party, said that he was stunned by the extent of the FJP

campaign. “I feel shocked, as well as saddened,” he said. “This means that the Muslim
Brotherhood are trying to undermine the political process
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